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DVD Review: Evilution   
 

“Evilution”

Directed by: Chris Conlee

www.evilutionthemovie.com

www.seeofsound.com

An alien life-form that was discovered by the US military has gone awry. The alien being is turning soldier

against solider. It is possessing and taking over humans, and in the hands of scientist Darren Hall, who

knows its future. Hall is determined to use the alien form in experiments in order to learn more about it, but

that’s not exactly the best idea. After moving into the mysterious building, the Necropolitan, the specimen is

stolen from Halls apartment by a homeless thief, and then all hell is unleashed. After Hall finds out its

missing, the military is called in, as Hall, along with a group of local thugs and gangsters and friend Maddie

have to race against time, and the infected humans, to lock down the building before the specimen hits the

streets of the big city…    

“Evilution” was easy to follow and thoroughly fun. It’s a straight ahead ride full of spills, spills, and more

spills. Well, spills of blood that is.

It isn’t as gorey as initially imagined, but it’s not as if the movie lacks in that department. The zombies make

sure of that. Well, are they really zombies? That’s another story. Zombies doing back flips is a brilliant idea,

which is another interesting wrinkle to “Evilution’s” enemy aesthetic. Well, are they really the enemy? I’ll go

back to my previous point. Technically, the zombies aren’t zombies entirely per say. They are actually living

humans who were infected by an alien life-form, killed, then re-inhabited and reanimated. But they still look

and act like zombies, and oh yeah, they eat people too. Well, anything that moves actually.

Regardless, the movie never stops being fun to watch at any point, that is, until the ending. The ending

sequence is, without giving too much of the ending away, is confusing. I’ll never understand why movies

set up for sequels - especially B-movies. But I digress.

And speaking of confusing, the role and character of the ‘Apartment Manager’ seemed completely

irrelevant and needless to the rest of the movie, if not unnecessary entirely. The movie itself managed to

make him seem a little more prominent than need be. It may sound a bit odd, but he is funny and creepy at

the same time.

Grade: B
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